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SUGGESTED C S IN GUIDANCE A COUNSELING WITH I YOUTH

Concepts of Guidance

The most important factor in teaching is tea establish an
atmosphere in which the child will feel, free to learn, in which there
is no. psychological block to learning. Similarly, counselors must
be able to establish an atmosphere in which the counselee is free
to learn about counseling; structuring comes later. The child must
feel.free psychologically and must feel that it is appropriate for
him to learn.

How does the cou:ael.or provide this sort of atmosphere? Carl
Rogers lists six conditions that exist and continue over a period
of time between therapist and client, and which we will endeavor
to adapt to the counselor-counselee relationship, particularly ae
that relationship develops between the school counselor and the
Indian student

1. A psych6log cal contact must exist between counselee axed
'counselor. Significant personality changes occur only in a re a-
tionship between two people.

2. The counselee (the Indian student) is in a state of im-
balance between what he is actually experiencing ani his concept
of himself. He is aware of some element in his experience which
is in sharp contradiction to his self-concept. In the Indian
child's experience with school, this might mean that his self-
concept is made up of his phenomenal fieldeverything that is
experienced And perceived at any one point of action. This is the
only reality that anyone can know, and it is what everyone reacts
to. This, phenomenal field includes both memories of the past and
predictions about the future that are available to us. The indiv-
idual frame of reference--the phenomenal self--is the picture of
himself that the child carries with him--his own concept of himself.
It is made' up of his physical concept of himselfwhat he looks
like physically and what he does physically; the attitudes and
values that are characteristic of himself-- whether he is honest,
polite, able to succeed in most situations, etc.; and what he thinks
other people think of him. The Indian school child operates in this
state of imbalqnce when he can't find out how we fees, about him,
which creates anxiety in him. Very often Indians, in their contacts
with us, cannot get any adequate evaluation of how we feel about
them% They have developed stereotypes of the "white man" just as
we have stereotypes about Indians. They think that we look down
on them, that we think they are not worth much, that we de-value
them. Since Indian children are trained in their culture in the
most impressitnable years before they start to our schools and
are trained to believe that their traditions are proud and fine,
it is a cultural shock for them to find that we expect them to
forget all about their culture and traditions and immediately begin



adopting our own. When the Indian child feels that our opinion of him
and his culture does not agree with his own concept of himself and his
traditions, he is thrown off balance and develore anxiety which may be
expressed in many ways. Indian children are secure in their family
groups, and their place is assured. In school with strangers they use
what they have been taught to do in time of doubt and for self-preserv-
ation--be silent and make no move. Only a feeling of trust and a sense
of being understood can remove this barrier and make communication
possible.

In order to develop rapport or empathy with t~he Indian child we
mast try to discern what is in his phenomenal field at the time of our
contact with one another. We must ask ourselves, "What do I represent
to this child?" and "How do I get to see what he sees?" While we can
never completely understand an Indian child (or anyone else), we can
use what we know of the Great Basin Indian's culture to help us under-
stand what he sees in the school situation. The Indian child will do
what he thinks is most appropriate for him to do. If he sits still and
never responds, he is not being defiant; he is doing what Indian children
have been taught to do for many generations.

3. The counselor should be genuine in his relationship the
Indian child and not try to deceive the child about himself, must
not pretend to a knowledge about Indians which we do not have, or the
child wiltverceive us as a. "phony"- We must "come through" to the child
as a person who wants to know and understand the child and who accepts
him as a person of worth and individuality.

4. The counselor feels "unconditional positive regard" for the
counselee. He feels a warm acceptance of each aspect of the Indian
child's experience as being part of that child. This involves being
non-judgmental, accepting the fearful. defensive hostile feelings of
the child just as much as the positive, outgoing, social feelings, It
means feeling warmly toward the Indian child--toward his weaknesses and
problems as well as his abilities and strengths. This is the sort of
outgoingness on the counselor's part which the Indian child must feel
and react to in order for him to accept counseling for any personality
change to occur.

5. The counselor not only experiences empathy--an understanding
of the Indian child's internal frame of reference, his phenomenal self,
but he also tries to communicate this nderstanding to the child.
Rogers calls this "sensing the client s private world as if it were his
own". This may mean that we can sense the child's fear in the school
situation or in the counseling situation without feeling fear ourselves,
When the counselor really feels or senses thejse feelings of the child,
he can then communicate his understanding of what the child feels,
putting it into words and thus helping clarify it to the child. The
counselor's tone of voice will convey his willingness and ability CO..

share the child's feelings; his remarks will fit in with the chi10
mood. Let us remember thet the Indian child is particularly sensitive
to changes in tone of voice; his people speak softly and he will equate
a raised, shrill voice as anger directed at him.
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6. The counselee, in this case the Indian child, perceives
that the counselor accepts and understands him.. If Roger's
hypothesis is correct, the Indian child is then in a position
to effect a change in behavior, working through his relationship
with the counselor.

rt might be pertinent, at this pdint, to ask what changes n
the personality of the Indian child we are concerned about. It
would seem that the Indian student is faced with the necessity of
making an adjustment to life in a non-Indian world. We would hope
that he would not want to give up his or culture, because it has
many values for him and for us. We would hope that he would be
able to integrate the best of both cultures into an integrated
personality--not one torn by anxiety in conflicting loyalties.

Implementation of Concepts

This presentation of counseling and guidance techniques with
Indian young people has been limited first to the school level. of
secondary education, and second to post-school counseling, partly
because of the counseling experience of the writers, partly because
of the problems of scholastic retardation and drop-out among Indian
children in secondary schools, and partly because of the scardity
of research and practice of elementary school guidance at the
national level. The writers believe, however, that most of the
techniques discussed here would also be applicable to the elementary
school student and could be practiced both by teachers and counsel-
ors. It should be emphasized that the arhool counseling and guidance
services which are reviewed here are for all Indian children and not
just for those who display problems of some sort. The counselor will
go out with just as much warmth and interest to the shy, withdrawn
child who is a model of behavior as to the more aggressive, hostile
child who is able to act out his discomfort in a school setting.

Under the heading "Indian Youth and Adult Counseling" we may
repeat certain techniques. However, because of the line of demarc-
ation between school and post-school counseling this repetition
is justified, in the opinion of the writers.

Teachers and coonselo a should remember that there i.s in
Indian culture, as in many other cultures, a deep-set d st of
the "they" people in a "we-they" relationship. Until he under-
stood, trusted, and accepted, a non-Indian teacher or counselor
will be classed as one of the "they" people.

The writers use the terms pupil, student, child or children,
youth, and counselee interchangeably when referring to the Indian
child or youth being counseled.

Securing Background Information

All counselors realize the necessity for developing a
picture of the counselee as he lives `outside of school - -his
family relationships, is place and value in the home, his
cultural tradition, his community status. This is particular
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true in counseling with the Indian child who brings a
double and conflicting set of values to bear on solving
his educational problems. The counselor should be part
icularly aware of possible health problems and should
assess the influence of possible malnutrition, diseases
of the eyes and incidence of tuberculosis and other
diseases within the family background. Referral to public
health resources for further study and treatment is part
of the counselor's responsibility. The frequently mentioned
"apathy" of the Indian child may be the result of cultural
conflicts, a low level of physical health, and /or emotional
disturbances resulting from inadequately understood school
pressures. The cumulative counseling record should accurately
note all such factors which might affect the child's attitude
in school, as well as all remedial efforts made in the child's
behalf

Although differences in Western and Indian cultures will
probably cause the counselor.to vary the emphasis he must place
on the application of some techniques of counseling, he will
remember that the better a counselor "knows" his counselee,
the better he can function, and the better he can succeed.

B. Understanding the Needs of Indian Children.

The counselor must remain aware that the needs of an
Indian child are the same as the needs of all children--to
receive attention, love, sympathy, understanding, and to
have the feeling of being wanted and trusted. The disadvan-
taged child senses warmth and interest in the counselor's
offering of service; emotion responds to emotion, and most
children will eventually relax and respond to the feeling of
being where they are wanted and valued.

C Establishing Rapport

The establishment of rapport, giving "unconditional
positive regard", might be regarded as the most difficult
step both for the counselor and the counselee. Because of
the reticence of the Indian counselee and his distrust of the
"they" people, the techniques of first contact may have to be
more structured than would be necessary for counselees of
other ethnic groups.

Since our motive in working with the Indian child is
to help'him achieve his greatest potential in the world
as we see it, we need to develop every technique which
will help the child. The counselor who has researched
Indian beliefs and customs will recognize that the Indian
child who sits with lowered eyes and head is affirming
respect for his elders. The child has been "raised shy"
as one elderly Washo woman expressed it; to try to force
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an eye to ye conversation may cause the child to question
the counselor's manners and thereby increase the stress of
the interview for the child.

2. Seating the child comfortably, near the counselor rather
than across the desk, may help to minimize the strangeness
of the counseling interview--a new sort of relationship for
the child. We might also remember that the Indian child may
not have had much experience in talking to a non-Indian adult.

3. Keeping some small, sturdy curios - -small, carved animals
or unusual shells--on the. desk near the counselee's chair may
help to decrease the eounselee's self-conscious tension. Many
persons, adults as Well as children, find it difficult to
sustain a conversation where they have to look the questioner
in the eye for long periods of time; b ing able to examine and
handle a small curio as they talk provides some release from
strain.

4. Even before the actual interview, a counselor may be
the establishment of rapport by demonstrating his concer
each pupil's hobbies and activities by participation, where
possible, in games and activities in which the student is
engaging.

5. Another pre interview technique is that of frequent,
informal discussions both with individual pupils and groups
about their academic programs and progress. Group counseling
will permit the Indian child to remain within the cooperative
peer group with which he has so long been associated as he
considers new values, new behaviors, and new activities.

6. Perhaps.one of the most difficult practices for the
Western-cultured counselor to exercise is the holding back of
advice until such time as the Indian pupil requests this aid,
The time will come- when -the counselor will be asked to impart
information about school policy, educational and vocational
information, If we can help the student determine what his
own real objective is, we eican respond with the information
that will be most helpful. Indians are reluctant to give
advice and it is not part of the parental role as they know
it; consequently, unasked, for advice may not be accepted and
used.

7. Since the concept of time, as we use it, is not important
in iadian culture, the Indian child should not be pressured
into rapid decisions The counselor must be prepared to allow
the Indian child as much time as he needs in working through
his maze of conflicts in cultures, loyalties,, and abilities.
To' do otherwise may induce additional frustration and anxiety,
which one Indian child called "the ache-all-over-feeling". This
sort of permissiveness applies to the number of interviews the
Indian child may need in coming to a decision; the interview
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itself should be structured as to time limits by the counselor,
with a preliminary statement that "we have until such and such
a time for this interview".

8. It is most important that we recognize individual differences
in degree of acculturation, personality, family support in learn-
ing and many other factors in dealing with the Indian child.
Gallagher has said that "there is no typical Indian boy or girl.
Each one reacts on the basis of early experiences and training
and on the basis of his constitutional makeup". We must ivdiv-
idualize and ;elate to Indian children as unique personalities
and not just as Indians. From child to child the rate of change
and willingness to change Will differ,. It is up to the counselor
to be sensitive to the uniqueness of each child and his problems.
Dr. Witherspoon has told us that we must leart what the person
feels about himself and that to change behavior we must first
help the child change his self-concept, since behavior is only
a reflection of salf-concept.

9. In the establishment of rapport, as well as throughout the
whole counseling relationship, the counselor must practice
consistency in his actions. Dr. Witherspoon pointed out that
"moving from one culture to another destroys predictability
in social relationships" and that Indians tend to fear non-
Indians because they do not know what to expect about our
reactions and behavior. The simple technique of consistency
may help to minimize the "we-they" barrier.

permissiveness

An Indian child may, be very reluctant tQ answer questions
about his personal life. Permissiveness in the relationships of
adults to children is part of Indian culture and should be part of
the counseling relationship. The counselor's function should be
free of any tie-in with school discipline or with authoritarian
aspects of teaching. Under pressure, the Indian child may ignore
questions or evade answers as a form of passive resistance. The
counselor should offer a warm, friendly interest in the child's
problem, but: should not probe' for background information that can
be obtained in other ways. The permissiveness of non-directive
counseling will be helpful in establishing rapport with the
student and in helping him find his own solution to his own problem.

Testing

The administration of achievement and intelligence tests, ar
of aptitude and interest inventories, should be interpreted not
only to the child but to the parents and the tribal educational
committee. An understanding of the ways in which test and inven-
tory results can be used in furthering the best interests of the
student may help to promote the cooperation of parents and Indian
community leaders.

-6-
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The interpretation of test results should be based on class
norms, developed both for Indians and non-Indians and for the
class as a whole. It is also recommended that an item analysis
be done on tests administered to Indian children, in order to
determine which items have little or no meaning for Indian children.
A test is not valid if 1 Indian (or some other child) has not had
the same opportunity to learn the materials on which he is being
tested. Interpretation of tests on the basis of national norms
alone will work a hardsh on the Indian child who is scholas ically
retarded but not mentally retarded.

Interest and aptitude inventories, non-verbal tests, and problem
checklists maybe used with Indian children to supplement the regular
testing program, and to help discover areas of competence and aptitude
hitherto unfamiliar to parents and children. However, it must be
remembered that these are usually pencil-and-paper tests which may
reduce their suitability for Indian children,

Test results should be used as only one small part of the total
picture of the Indian child and only as a supplement to our know-
ledge of his family ties, cultural background, and individual hopes
and ambitions.

. Counselor-Parent Relations

Where the Indian child attends a public school, it will be
most helpful for the counselor to establish cooperative relation-
ships with parents, grandparents, and the tribal governing body.
The boarding student's family may be reached by other methods and
other personnel. 1337 attendance at tribal affairs and PTA meetings
and by home visits,the counselor can interpret guidance services to
the persons who exert the greatest influence on the student. Accord-
ing to Mt. Wayne Pratt, a study of Oregon State College indicated that
there is a direct, measurable improvement in terms of school grades
of: Indian. children if.Che parente_communicateeta.theechild-about hie'.
grades; this provides enough motivation for the child to earn better
grades.

The Indian child may be more apt to learn what his parents
want him to learn than what the school wants him to learn. All
parents appreciate being asked for help in understanding their
children's problems. If the counselors and teachers can demonstrate
that they understand and appreciate each child's good qualities and
strengths And can let it be knawn that we hope to help the child
build on these rtrengths, we may expect greater cooperation from
parents. Indian parents as well as children often need help in
realizing how important school is to the child's future life and
they will need our help in avoiding absenteeism and drop-out

Since the Indian youth enjoys a relationship of patient and
understanding help with his parents, uncles, aunts, and grandparente,
it may be that he will wish to establish this sort of relationship
with the counselor. This may indicate his acceptance of the coun-
selor as a helping person.
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Most children need help in developing study skills.a d habits.
This is especially true of Indian children, since they may already
have a problem of language conflicts. The counselor can provide
a genuine service by demonstrating study skills and not just descril?-
ing them. Having the child bring his textbook and assignment to th
counselor's office and spending a little time helping him learn,
for instance, how to find the important idea in a paragraph by read-
ing and discussing it with him will provide more lasting help than
telling him in general terms how it is done. Indian children have
always been taught to learn by doing rather than by direction.

Competition with other Indian children in school subjects is
not part of Indian culture, although competition in sports is
sanctioned. In encouraging improvement of scholastic achievement
it may be more helpful to challenge the counselee to compete with
his own past record than to compete with other children.

Group counseling may supplement some individual interviews.
The peer group can provide the necessary support to work on problems
of values, attitudes, and behavior.

Occupational and Vocational Information

The Indian youth ordinarily has a very limited knowledge of
the world of work, because he identifies with the limited occupation-
al activitieS of his parents and grandparents. In interpreting
occupational opportunities and their vocational and educational
requirements, the counselor must begin at the'youth's own level
of understanding. Appropriate visual aids may be- used as well as
pupil research into the numerous areas open to them in adult life.
Teachers in science, social studies, and English may help in this
acculturation process by making occupational areas the subjects of
themes, term papers, and oral assignments.

The counselor should make use of the Employment Security Depart-
ment and the Employment Assistance Service of the BiAreau of Indian
Affairs in helping to orient Indian youth to the world of wlrk.
Academic requirements for institutions of higher /earning and
scholarship opportunities for Indians should be part of the inform-
ational equipment of the counselor.

In the area of vocational and educational counseling, our
purpose should be to help the Indian child develop a realistic
vocational goal that is in keeping with his ability, interests,
goals and educational attainment. We must develop and maintain
a sensitivity regarding the effect the Indian child's education is
having on his parents and his family life and the problems that may
be caused in this area by the child's progress beyond the level of
acculturation of the family group. Above, all, we must accept the
fact that the Indian student's problems must be solved by the stude
himself, but that understanding and counseling can help.

The techniques which have been reviewed in the above paragraphs
are basically acceptable counseling techniques with any child, but
they have been oriented toward the Indian child with his particular
problems in our culture.
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III. COUNSI$LING WITH INDIAN YOUTH AND ADULTS

A. General Statement

Experience generally Aas shown that the counseling process
is the same for Indians as it is for any other person or group. The
challenge may be greater; the establishment of an acceptable counseling,
setting and counselee acceptance may be more complex, but once rapport
is established, counseling should progress as is needed to complete the
problem solution process. This appears to be a simple solution tO
problem that has caused counselors many, many hours of concern and a
great deal of frustration. The establishment of rapport is where
success is gained. It might, b& assumed that an Indian student is
acculturated by the fact that he is living in our culture. Certainly he
has attended our schools. In many cases he has spent a great deal of
time in the company of Caucasians. He has been an athlete and a school
hero; he has worked and played with white children and adults. Indian
life, as it was generally pictured, has pissed from the scene. Why,
then, is he not as the rest? This is the first of many false assump-
tions.

Areas of Counseling

1. There are several areas where the counseling process can be
beneficial; for the youngster in a school setting, for a young-
ster leaving school and making a transition from the world of
school to the work world, and for adults making changes or
adjustments during the working lifetiii. In each of these
periods basic procedures are used. It is necessary, however,
to meet individual needs at these various stages. This is
best accomplished by varying techniques using different
sources and types of information, and by the degree of involve-
ment of the individual in the process of problem solution.

a. In chool youth is in a setting where there is a great
deal of control of the person. The school relationship is
often seen as a disciplinary one. The counseling process
may well be the first permissive school experience for
these young people. The counselor must have made an effort
prior to counseling Indian youngsters to understand the
dual culture that the youngster lives under. The Indian
child who normally follows the Indian orientation is
substantially different from the non-Indian or "white"
child who follows the Western cultural orientation. It

is very common, in the vernacular of a counselor, to say
that counseling is a "face to face" interview. it is a
part of Western culture to "look you in the eye". This
is what we normally expect from a counselee. The Indian
youngster, however, has been told in his home not to look
you in the eye but in a gesture of respect to lower his
eyes. Hence, if a counselor says, "Look at me", from the
counselor's point of view this is good. From the Indian
youngster's pcint of view, it is bad. This example can
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be carried over into hundreds of cultural differences
that can create barriers and nullify the opportunity for
successful counseling. The point to be made here is that
in dealing with youngsters of Indian descent, a great deal
of care must be taken by the counselor to follow one of
the first rules of good counseling; that is, to learn as
much about your client so that you can understand him from
his point of view, and not impose the counselor's concepts
on him.

b. Counseling. "school-leavers" presents some unique
challenges. The counselor has to understand a cultural
relationship of the individual to the world of work. In
the Western cultural orientation, work means a number of
things. Some are economic gains, an expression
idualism, a. means of belonging, and so forth. To th
young Indian leaving school, either through dropout a
graduation, this is dual cultural concept again. Fir t,
he is faced with making a decision about the type of )jobs
the white man expects him to take, whether,or not it/fits
his own individual needs, his interests, aptitudes, etc...
The Indian cultural concepts of work and of establishing
himself for his adult life my very well be considerably
different from what the counselor may expect it would be.
It is true that the Indian will probably have to fit into
the economic scheme of the times as they exist, but with
proper approaches, the counselor can be of real help in
assisting the Indian youth to Combine the twO cultures in
the most appropriate of decisionS. As an example of this
point, we may consider a young Paints member. From aborig-
inal times it has been a cu4ural pattern. of this group of
Indians to move from place to place in their search for
food, with short tenure in anyone place with the exception
of the winter camp. This winter campsite is generally con-
sidered to be home.

The feeling in the modern day tribe member, to a large
extent, follows this same pattern. It generally would not
be appropriate for one of these people to select or be
assisted in selecting, a life's career that would require
him to stay in one place for a long period of time. Rather,
it would be better to cons,ler an employment that permits
working out from a central location. This may be why
many Indians are successful workers in the construction
field. In this type of work jobs are secured through
contracts by the employing firm. This takes the worker
away from his home for periods of a few weeks or a few
months, and on termination of the contract a worker returns
to his home awaiting assignment to the next job. This type
employment does not restrain the skill level of the workers
because many of these workers are skilled equipment operators.
This same situation may be true of Indian workers employed as
carpenters. They return to work with a short period between
jobs.
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c. When. a counselor is called on to counsel with adult
_inaciting to work situations, such as improving

their relationships With employers 'Or employing units, it
again becomes necessary for the counselor to,make every
effort to understand how the-Indian feels about his employ-
ment as a worker and as an Indian. This Indian counselee
is faced with satisfying white man's culture and satisfying
the Indian culture. There are many times when this is a
very difficult thing to do. This causes frustration that
cannot be accepted, resulting in a greater problem, possibly,
than the one that caused the initial counseling need. If a
counselor does not attempt to understand this phenomenon, ha
will not be able to function as a counselor. One mistake
that is made by most people is that the Indian falls into
very specific and generally derogatory classifications with
a few exceptions where a "good" Indian has done "something"
to improve himself. It may, be an oversimplification, but
it would be enough to say that the Indian is capable of a
wide range of work at a skill level anywhere along the
skill continuum. Their needs from their point of view and
on their value system may vary from ours but if the counselor
does his job as a counselor and sees the client from his
point of vi'ew,the challenge can be successfully met.

Counsel ing Problem

1 It would be foolish to say that there are not substantial
problems involved when counseling with Indians. As counselors
we would normally approach the process from a Western cultural
orientation. We may al* look to our acceptable middle class
educational standards bakground. Seldom, if ever, unless with
special preparation would any counselor in our area consider
the English language as a challenge in counseling. In dealing
with Indian clients, on three of these areas quite serious prob
lems arise.

N

a. We have alluded to cultural problems many times and
it is the general concept of an American to expect anyone
living in our country to change his cultural patterns to
be in compliance with our own. We fail to recognize that
the cIllcure of the Indian has existed for up to 25,000
years on this continent, while the cultu in the Great
Basin has existed for slightly over 10,00 ,years, and the
American culture for less than 500 years. It is the
characteristic of the Indian culture to resist change for
centuries, and yet we expect that suddenly all of the cultural
background of thousands of years can be changed in 12 or less
years of schooling or through a short-range period of a few
hours counseling. A counselor should be well aware of the
limits of an acculturation. He should be well aware of the
di erences of a culture, those that can be accepted by an
In ian and those that are unacceptable. The counselor
ca not be insensitive to the needsTsf-the-Tridian-culture-
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The counselor must make every effort to seekethe, back-
ground of the individual'Indiaft, and it must be remembered
that there are over 300 tribes, each tribe having its awn
value systems, cultural backgrounds and language. The
counselor is faced with the challenge of understanding the
individual whether he is Indian, Caucasian, Negro, etc.

b. The background Of the Indian for centuries has been
to meet his needs for food, shelter, and clothing pretty
much on a cooperative basis. His educational process
generally has been one of learning by doing except for
the carrying of folk lore from generation to generation.
None of these educational procedures has been formalized,
primarily because the culture and language have not been
reduced to writing. The educational system has been carried
out by demonstration and following examples, or by word of
mouth. We now attempt to place a youngster in the confines
of a classroom and teach him out of a. book or by use of
the written word. It would appear that after a few gener-
ations that our educational standards would be accepted.
The edilcational acculturation should really be complete by
this time and yet, when we look into the situation, we find
very little change from the past. 'This goes back to the

point made previously, that our cultures change rapidly
and. theirs do not. Quite frequently in the home life of
the Indian youngster, he is sold ::just the opposite from
what he learns in school, or he is told to satisfy the
needs of the white man, but forget it at home. The
educational achievement of the Indian may have little
relationship to his Potential athievement. Our educational
atandards, are geared for middle class white people of Western
culture, not for the Indian. This dual cultural standard
creates problems for the Indian; he is expected to be the
one to make the changes that he cannot make. The counselor,
to be effective, must secure background information relating
to the cultural behavior of his client from his point of view,
and the degree of acculturation before the counseling can
have any chance of success.

c. It is not generally accepted in our society that
English is a second language. Yet, for the Indian, this
most generally Is the case. Difficulty in interpretation

of words to get the .proper meanings causes substantial
problems that will affect the relationship of the counselee
and counselor. The schools, as have been treated in another
part of this paper, are faced with serious problems in

teaching English to Indian students. These same problems

will exist and cause difficulties in the counseling process.

It will take a long time for complete linguistic accultur-

ation. In the counseling process where aptitude tests are
used, it is a generalization to say that the Indian ceunselee
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has a low verbal aptitude and that he should do some
thing about it. This doet not solve the problem. It

is up to the schools to teach the youngsters English
in such a manner that he can learn English. It is the
responsibility of the counselor to be able to communicate
with his client rather than to expect him to do something.
The counselor should do something. The English problem
will also minimize the effectiveness of tests, either
verbal or non-verbal, in the counseling process. In order
to establish rapport, it is necessary that a good commun
ications system should be established. Since it is the
counselor's responsibility to communicate tffectively,
he must know enough about the linguistic differences and
problems that will arise. The counselor should remember
that in many cases English is not spoken in the home. It

must also be recognized that while the Indian is speaking
Ibglish, he may maintain a train of thought almost entirely
in his native tongue, and that this creates severe restric-
tions in the counseling process.

Recommendations for Solutions

1. It would be re ommended that any counselor working with
Indian counselees should prepare himself to meet the challenges
that are inherent in these situations. If the counseling load
is sufficient, special training should be taken by the counselor
to prepare him for this role. Where a counselor is specially
prepared, .it would probably be best to have all Indian counselees
referred to him. Where circumstances do not make this poisible,
in-service training should be given to orient the counselor to
the problems that he will face. It would be very poor Judgment
on the part of school administrators or others charged with the
responsibilityof serving Indian people, to restrict this train-
ing only to counselors. Any staff members dealing with these
people from 'pre-school through adulthood should have a thorough
orientation into this bi-cultural, bi-lingual concept. Western
culture could be strengthened by accepting many facets of Indian
culture, and there should be an exchange rather than a complete
domination of cultures.

Closing Statement

Considering the different value systems, the Indian .has achieved

a high' degree of success with his culture, and has lost it through
the infliction of Western culture. Western culture is still trying
to find what it,has taken away. Counselors and teachers should try
to help or understand the dual culture concept, to. accept Indian
culture as being equal to their own in many areas, and to help the
Indian became, prideful in his heritage, strengthening his feeling
of worth as a human being. In this way, acceptance of Western
culture will be enhanced.
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